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About This Game

Puppy Dog: Jigsaw Puzzles is the perfect game to dog lovers and jigsaw puzzle game enthusiasts. The game includes 84
challenging jigsaw puzzles with beautiful pictures of irresistible cute puppies. There are 4 levels of difficulty adding to the fun.
Puzzles will increase in size with additional pieces to place, and the quicker you solve each puzzle, the better star rating you will

get. Are you up for the challenge? Woof!

KEY FEATURES

Irresistible cute puppies

84 challenging jigsaw puzzles

4 levels of difficulty

Fun casual gameplay
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Title: Puppy Dog: Jigsaw Puzzles
Genre: Casual
Developer:
EnsenaSoft
Publisher:
EnsenaSoft
Release Date: 19 Jul, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP Service Pack 2 (SP2), Vista, 7, 8, 10

Processor: 1.0 GHz

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: vCard with DirectX 9.0 support

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 100 MB available space

English
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The only reason why i bought this game because there were dogs in it. If you can read the title of this game, you know what
you're getting. If you can't, then how are you reading this? You can play something like this free online, but my 2 year old son
liked the pictures of puppies so I bought it. A lot cheaper than most of his toys, and it held his attention for about as long (5
minutes). He likes classic Doom a lot more, but at least with Puppy Dog: Jigsaw Puzzles I don't feel like I'm contributing to his
moral deprication as much.. \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing good. One of the best games I've ever had the pleasure of playing.
The amount of sheer content packed in this 0.99 game is genuinely insane, there's over 80 levels ( some being boss battles ) and
4 different worlds to choose from. This game is accessible to almost any age, but older players will find the true beauty in this
hidden gem of the steam store. PDJSP ( Puppy Dog JigSaw Puzzle ) also has a complex rating system, with your score being
determined on many factors, the most noticable being the "time" factor and the "pieces moved" factor. With this ranking system
in play, the game opens up to thousands of hours of replayability in order to improve your score from before. This game truly
shows that you don't have to be part of a namebrand company to make a masterpiece of a game. PDJSP is perhaps one of the
best games to purchase on the Steam Store. I look foward to what suprises EnsenaSoft brings to the table with the possible
sequels or DLC.. While i would imagine it's aimed at younger gamers, i thoroughly enjoyed it! it's not too taxing, and really
great to relax with and just let your brain rest. plus, puppies! the emoticons that come with earning cards are SO cute, and i got
some PAWsome rewards for playing. there's no music which i feel is a blessing, that way you can put your own on and just chill
out while you do the jigsaws.
they obviously vary in difficulty, so perhaps if you just want to indulge your inner child you can just sit with the basic mode or
if you're a big kid like me just enjoy it for what it is. for me, it's on the same level as colouring. something to take your mind off
things while not straining your brain.

i'd recommend it for busy minds like mine :3 \u2665. Simply epic.... if you're a dog-lover
so this game is the answer!!. Honestly not bad. If you like puppies and can find something to play in the background, go for it.
Though someone at EnsenaSoft has to learn how to count. There are not 'hundreds of puzzles'. There are four sets of 21 cute
pups. And if you don't like puppies and mindless fun, well I can't help you.
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good\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665dude. This game it's very simple and cute . If you like puzzles and you have a lot
of free time i recommend this game for you .
Cute pictures , no bugs , 4 difficulty levels. they're so cute. best game i have ever played would reccomend. PUPPY DOG
JIGSAW PUZZLES. I figured I would try this game out as it was cheap, and featured puppies, which... is always a decent
subject for puzzles. I'm not sure if I like the piece outlines, but still it seems perfect for the young or beginners to puzzle solving.

And the pictures are cute, so.... Perfect games don't exi-
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